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Business suits, dreadlocks, and ideas

gathered in Vancouver
last February for the international Commercial and Industrial
Hemp Symposium. It was a weekend full of information, prod
ucts and future possibilities of a plant that many people have ded
icated their lives to.
I was here with one of these people, my brother, an aspiring
hemp activist and product designer. I have spent the last few
years listening to him preach about this plant.
But I was here somewhat skeptical. I needed to evaluate
whether hemp was an appropriate topic for The Planet. This
meant looking past the 4:20 (a call sign and slang for marijuana
use) T-shirts and hats to the environmental advantages of hempbased products like paper, fabric, plastic and as a replacement for
petroleum.
Walking around the forty booths, I saw diverse faces and
attitudes in the hemp movement: some who would be labeled as
"hippies," and others who looked like they worked in a bank.
Booths contained products like clothes, oils, yarn, building
materials, paper and charts comparing hemp to other resources.
Some participants had profit in their eyes, while others saw
answers to our environmental crisis. Still others were there to just
hang out.
The symposium was a smorgasbord of information and
viewpoints. Although I left feeling overwhelmed, I still had a
twinge of excitement. These people and products represented
hope. They were participating in a movement to promote an alter
native that was going against the grain.
The controversy surrounding hemp is obvious, and trying to
separate the two different plants of the species Cannabis sativa is
difficult. This issue of The Planet focuses on the viability of hemp
as an alternative resource; however, marijuana cannot be ignored
because of its place in the hemp movement and in the mentality
of American society.
The staff's investigation of hemp has lead us all on an infor
mational goose chase. Each new lead took us in a different direc
tion with new information, and finding the truth in an evolving
movement proved difficult. However, be skeptical of what you
read. Every alternative that claims to solve a problem usually has
problems itself. But I advise you to look at the problems current
ly facing our resource use today and ask yourself: Would it hurt
to try something new?
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Cannabis 101
Anna Shaffer teaches a crash course on
versatile Cannabis sativa.

For darity and
consistency
throughout
the magazine,
we are using
hemp
for
industrial,
low THC con
tent plants;
marijuana
for high THC
content plants;
and Cannabis
sativa for gen
eral reference
to both.
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by Anna Shaffer
I had always wondered what all the fuss was about concerning hemp. Are hemp and marijuana the same
thing? Why is hemp illegal in our country, and why, if it is still illegal, can merchants sell hemp products? Why
is hemp such an extraordinary plant? I was confused. These questions ran through my mind every time I saw
someone wearing a hemp necklace or read literature advocating or discouraging the use or legalization of hemp,
marijuana or both.
So, I set out to do some research on the issue and discovered that hemp can provide many of the basic neces
sities of life. Welcome to Cannabis 101, a brief look at the basic uses of the plant Cannabis sativa.

Hempseed is the fruit of
the plant, whereas the seed is
used for sowing and planting.
The hempseed is really a nut
covered with a hard shell. It is
the only source of food from
the hemp plant that both peo
ple and animals can eat, and it
has served as a nourishing
food supply to many cultures
around the world throughout
history. It is still widely eaten
as a snack in Asia and as a
holiday sweet in Poland.
Reportedly, the most famous
hempseed consumer was the
Buddha, who ate them during
his fast of enlightenment.
The hempseed is one of the
best sources of essential fatty
acids, containing roughly 25
percent protein, 30 percent car
bohydrates, 15 percent insolu
ble fiber, carotene, phosphorus,
potassium, magnesium, sulfur,
calcium, iron and zinc, as well
as vitamins E, C, Bl, B2, B3 and
B6. Hempseeds are made into
snack bars, cookies, burgers
and porridge. They may also
be roasted and eaten alone.
The highly nutritious meat
of the seed may be made into
hemp milk, cheese, ice cream
and burgers. It may also be
crushed for animal feed or
ground for flour to make
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breads, pastas and cookies.
Hempseeds contain at least
30 percent oil that can be
extracted for a variety of uses.
The oil has a pleasant, nutty
flavor. Since it is low in satu
rated fats, it is good for lower
ing cholesterol levels and
strengthening the cardiovascu
lar system.
Hempseed oil must be kept
refrigerated in dark, air-tight
containers to prevent rancidity.
Among the foods made with
hempseed oil are butter, condi
ments, pesto and sauces.
Hempseed has many non
food uses. Industrial uses
include lamp lighting, print
ing, lubrication, household
detergents, stain removers,
varnishes, resins and paints.
Hempseed can also be refined
to produce a type of hemp fuel,
which burns cleanly with less
carbon monoxide and higher
octane than fossil fuels.
Hempseed is also used for
various medicinal prepara
tions and personal care prod
ucts. Hempseed oil makes an
excellent emollient for skin and
hair. It is made into lip balm,
moisturizers, shampoos, con
ditioners, soaps, salves, per
fumes and ointments.

CAMNABIS AKB SPmiTVAtlTY
Marijuana has been used for spiritual and religious
purposes for 10,000 years. Some have theorized that
the hallucinatory aspects of marijuana introduced
humans to another realm from which emerged reli
gious beliefs, perhaps even the concept of deity. Other
religious scholars suggest that ancient humans used
marijuana to elevate consciousness in order to discov
er the secrets of the heavens and divine mysteries.
Marijuana is still a part of religious ceremonies in

many world religions today. For instance, Hindus use
marijuana, called bhang, as a divine intoxicant to com
mune with the god Shiva and free themselves from
sin. Buddhists in the Tibetan Himalayas use marijuana
ritually to deepen their meditation and raise aware
ness. Africa is the area with the widest cultural use of
marijuana, where it is used as an integral part of reli
gious ceremonies and for more casual mind-altering
activities.

rtowtu AXB t€AF VSBS
The flowers, or buds, of the
female Cannabis plant have been
used for medicinal purposes for
thousands of years and can be
used to treat many different ail
ments. The high amount of the
active ingredient Tetrahydro
cannabinol (THC) in marijuana
can reduce vomiting and nausea
and help alleviate the pre-treat
ment anxiety of cancer chemother
apy patients. It can also improve

Long hemp fibers stretch the
entire length of the plant and
make up the outer "bark" of the
plant. The long fibers are excellent
for textile production because they
can extend to 15 feet. This length
reportedly gives hemp greater
strength and durability than cot
ton, whose fibers are only 1-2 mm
long and is prone to faster wear.
The special qualities of hemp fiber
allow wearers of hemp clothing to
stay warm in the winter and cool in
the summer. Long hemp fibers are
also used for twine, cordage, paper
and household goods.
Though not as strong as long
fibers, the short fibers, or "tow,"
are still superior to many other
fibers. Tow is the secondary hemp
fiber found in the inner portion of
the plant. It is extracted from the

appetite in AIDS patients and
relieve victims of depression,
asthma, seizures and glaucoma.
Many people report that smok
ing marijuana relaxes them and
relieves pain. The flowers are
also smoked recreationally.
The leaves of Cannabis can be
fermented into alcohol fuels or
turned into methanol, ethanol or
methane gas for auto fuel.

long fibers by "hacking," a process
that separates the fiber from the
hurd. Short fibers are used to
make some textiles, non-woven
matting, paper, caulking, auto
bodies, building materials and
household goods.
Hurds, or "shives," are the
woody material found in the cen
ter of the hemp stalk. The hurd is
rich in cellulose, a carbohydrate
that can be made into paper, pack
aging, building materials, and
plastic skateboard and auto body
composites.
Fuel, potentially the biggest
industrial use of the plant, can also
be extracted from the stalk. The
stalk can be converted to a char
coal-like substance through a
process called pyrolysis and used
for power generation.

Anna Schaffer is currently pursuing an environmental journalism
major. One of her greatest desires is to travel and see the world.
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by Reiko Huckle
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What is
the deal
with
hemp and
marijuana
anyway?

hat comes to mind when
you hear the word
hemp or Cannabis?"
Clothes, ropes, jewelry, hippies and
Woody Harrelson are just a few
answers
Western
Washington
University students gave in an infor
mal survey
A majority of students said they
knew the differences between hemp
and marijuana. They knew that mari
juana contains a bud or flower that
can be smoked.
They
described
hemp as being the
rest of the plant,
including the fiber
and stalk.
Students also
knew that hemp
contains
lesser
amounts of the
chemical compound
tetrahydrocannabi
nol (THC) than mar
ijuana. THC is the
chemical that when
ingested makes one
intoxicated.
Anu
SinghCundy,
assistant
professor of biology
at Western, said
hemp and marijua
na are two types of
varieties of plants
from
the
same
species
Cannabis
sativa. They look dif
ferent and can be cul
tivated to produce
different
desired
traits.
Singh-Cundy
Marijuana is a large plant with hig, bushy leaves. It is
said to think of it
bred to have a high THC content, found mainly in the
like broccoli, cauli
buds of the female plant.

"w;

flower and cabbage. We know these
vegetables look and taste different
from one another, yet they are all
varieties of the same species Brassica
oleracea.
Hemp and marijuana are much
the same.
The hemp plant's stem is as
thick as a finger and has small leaves.
It grows up to 15 feet tall. It is bred to
produce fibers for making paper,
ropes, clothes and other industrial
products. The hemp plant's seeds and
oil also have many uses.
Marijuana, on the other hand, is
a large plant with lots of big, bushy
leaves. Marijuana is bred to have a
high THC content, found mainly in
the buds of the female plant. The
leaves contain lesser amounts.
Bellingham Police Lt. Dac
Jamison said marijuana can have up
to 20 percent THC, making it a "dan
gerous" drug. It has in fact been listed
as a "schedule one" drug, along with
cocaine and heroin (though hemp is
not a narcotic).
In contrast, industrial hemp
contains less than one percent THC.
According to The Big Hemp Book, the
only thing a person would receive if
they tried to smoke industrial hemp is
a big, fat headache!
So if hemp and marijuana look
different and are cultivated differently,
why is there a problem with the legal
ization of growing hemp in the
United States?
The Marijuana Tax Act of 1937,
still in force today, restricts the use,
sale and cultivation of Cannabis sativa
in the United States.
Despite being illegal to grow
domestically, it is legal to import
hemp and its fibers into the United
States. Customers pay higher prices

ten police officers to chase down
marijuana and hemp plants."
However, law enforcers
do not make the law, govern
ment does.
If the legislature passes a
law to legalize industrial hemp,
police officers would have to
enforce the law, no matter what
their opinions are, said Jamison.
Hal Nelson, operations
manager for American Hemp
Mercantile,
concedes
that
hemp's association with mari
juana is confusing. "It would be
difficult to enforce current mari
juana law with the growth of
industrial hemp," said Nelson.
If hemp is ever going to be
accepted in the mainstream, the
public needs to be educated on
the differences between indus
trial hemp and marijuana.
Reiko Huckle is a junior majoring in
environmental journalism. After college
she hopes to become a chef to further her
love of cooking.

Myth
Marijuana and hemp are just two different names for
the same plant.

photo courtesy of HTI

for hemp products than for
products made from other
fibers, such as cotton, to cover
the high costs of importation.
Since our government
allows the importation of hemp,
one is left to assume they under
stand its benefits, but will not
allow it to be grown here
because of its association with
marijuana.
"Law enforcement concern
is the only reason hemp is not
legalized," said Allen St. Pierre,
Deputy Director of the National
Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws (NORML).
"Hemp is confused with
marijuana in the United States,"
he said. "We don't choose to tell
the difference between hemp
and marijuana. This would
make law enforcement peoples'
jobs harder, they say."
Lt. Jamison said that police
do not have the means to tell the
two plants apart. "They (police)
don’t have the resources to pay

Hemp grows up to 15 feet tall with small leaves. It
has a low THC content and is bred to produce
fibers for making paper, ropes, clothes and other
industrial products.

Truth
Hemp and marijuana are different varieties of the
plant species. Cannabis sativa.
WmSA
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Myth
It is assumed that hemp crops will produce
marijuana.

Truth
^
Industrial hemp uses low-THC hemp seed varieties,
therefore, growing hemp will not produce smokable
marijuana.

Myth
Officials claim that legalization of industrial hemp
would make enforcement of marijuana laws more
difficult because marijuana crops could be hidden
in hemp crops.

Truth
Putting hemp crops side*by*side with marijuana
crops will not produce any smokable marijuana
seeds. The hemp plants will fertilize the marijuana
plants, producing Cannabis sativa seeds lower in
THC than parent marijuana plants.

Myth
Legalizing industrial hemp would send the wrong
message to kids about drug use.

Truth
Through education, kids could understand the diU
ferences between marijuana and industrial hemp.
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fCemp QtmeCine
8,000 ®.C - !Hemp agricuCture ancCindustry appears in
China aneCEurasia.

4,000 <3.C- - ‘Egyptians
spin hemp for faSric in the
region of (Bavarian.

450 <B.C- writer
Herodotus
records
the
Scythians growing hempfor

ast fields of green sway in a light would such a useful plant transform into such a
Kentucky summer breeze. The reviled and hated weed.
fields ripple like waves on water.
T'fie ^ecorticator
Farmers, wearing their dirty work coveralls,
begin harvesting the green mass from the cor
In 1916, the U.S. Department of
ner of one large field. They cut the 12-foot high Agriculture published Bulletin No. 404, which
stalks in the intense, hot sun of the year 1916. touted the production of paper from hemp
Wide-brimmed hats shield weather-beaten, hurds, the woody inner portion of the plant
sweaty brows. They lay the hemp plants out in stalk. "There seems to be little doubt that the
bundles on the ground, where over a period of present wood supply cannot withstand indefi
weeks or sometimes months, weather and nitely the demands placed upon it," wrote
nighttime dew will 'Tet" the plant. The process paper-plant chemist Jason L. Merrill in the bul
separates the green, fleshy bulk of the plant letin. "In view of these conditions it is advisable
from the thick, fibrous stalks.
to investigate the papermaking value of the

¥

various uses.

100 (B.C- - Chinese mahe
paperfrom hemp.

growing
regions
of the
United States,
circa
pre-1937

100 J4.<D. — ‘Rpman surgeon
<Dioscorides names the
pfant CunnaSis sativa.

1000 - ‘The eng fish word
“hempe” first appears in a
dictionary.

1150 - Moslems use hemp
to start Europe’sfirst paper
mid.

1524 - Edphorer John de
‘Verrazzano descriSes natives
in Jdmerica using “threds of
vuiCde hemp. ”

These hemp fibers will be made into
cloth, cord, rope or any number of other uses.
The farmers treat the hemp like any other crop,
the same as wheat, cotton or hay. To them,
hemp is just another bountiful product of
nature, something that clothes them and sup
plies their writing paper. But, unknown to these
farming folk, hemp would soon disappear in
the coming decades, thanks to its association
with a word that few had ever heard in 1916 marijuana.
Never before, and perhaps never again.

1619 - America's first hemp
[aw

passed in

more promising plant materials ... Without
doubt, hemp will continue to be one of the sta
ple agricultural crops of the United States."
In 1917, a 50-year-old German immigrant
named George Schlicten introduced an inven
tion called the decorticator, a machine that
could strip the fiber from nearly any plant, leav
ing the pulp behind. Henry Timken, a wealthy
industrialist, offered to grow 100 acres of hemp
on his San Diego, California farmland so
Schlicten could test his machine. Timken hoped
to interest E. W. Scripps, who owned the largest

1690 — Afiet^ sufficient hemp was produced to

Jamestown

satifiy the V.S. domestic market, thefirst paper

CoCony, Virginia, requiring aCC

mid in EennsyCvania, huiCt By the ‘Rittenhouse

farmers to grow hemp.

firm, usesfhvc and hemp as materiaC

1626 — Hemp
is

grown

on

1564 - "King EhiCCip of Spain orders hemp to

Manhattan

he grown throughout his domain worhdwide,

IsCand.

incCuding the Aaiericas.

1721 - Hemp from British
coConies in Afnerica is ej(emptedfrom import duties in the
Vnited %ingdom.

in tde V.S>
by Derek Reiber
But the article also foretold the coming obstacles for
chain of newspapers in the nation at the time, in making
hemp: "Federal regulations now being drawn up require reg
newsprint from hemp.
In the face of rising prices for wood-based newsprint, istration of hemp growers" because of "the connection of
Scripps stood to save a fortune in costs. Schlicten anticipated hemp as a crop and marijuana." The magazine called the rela
producing 50,000 tons of newsprint per year at a price of $25 tion of the two "exaggerated," but not all Americans felt the
per ton, roughly half the price of wood-based newsprint at the same way.
Beginning in the 1920s, newspaper headlines started to
time. Newspaper manager Ed Chase sent a letter to Scripps on
August 28, 1917. "I have seen a wonderful, yet simple document the evils of a new "devil weed" called marijuana.
machine," he wrote. "I believe it will revolutionize many of The name itself was culled from obscure Mexican slang and
adopted by newspapers owned
the processes of feeding, clothing
by William Randolph Hearst.
and supplying other wants of
Hearst, like Scripps before him,
mankind."
owned an influential nationwide
But Scripps, at the age of
chain of newspapers. Hearst held
63, had little interest in develop
few qualms about using his posi
ing a new technology. Instead, he
tion of power: In 1898, his papers
sought an easier solution to curb
THE ASSASSIN OF YOUTH
helped ignite the Spanish
his rising business costs and turn
American War thanks to a cam
a tidy profit. He simply raised the
paign of "yellow journalism."
price of his papers - from one cent
Yellow journalism is the use of
to two cents.
cheaply sensational or unscrupu
lous methods to attract and influ
^he (BiCfion (PofCar Crop
ence readers, much like the
Hemp, on the cusp of a rev
tabloids of today
olutionary breakthrough, faded
■id
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Schlicten's decorticator, thanks in
Hearst and his newspaper chain
part to Scripps's business decision.
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decided to focus their spotlight on
Soon, the industry began
^
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marijuana, expanding what
growing again, as new markets
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before had been only a regional
for cellulose technology opened
I phenomenon largely restricted to
up. Cellulose (rough fibrous plant
I V'
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the Southwest. Many states had
matter) was in high demand dur
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already established state laws
ing the 1920s and '30s as new
prohibiting the use of marijuana
technology was able to make it
for non-medicinal purposes.
into cellulose-based plastics. Ford
STAMMTOIIT
Chris Conrad, in Hemp: Lifeline to
Motor Company began experi
the Future, describes a possible
menting in 1929 with plastic car
motive behind Hearst's attack on hemp. Hearst at the time
bodies made from plant cellulose, including hemp.
The new demand made hemp an attractive and cheap also owned vast amounts of timberland to supply his news
crop. Popular Mechanics magazine published an article that paper chain. Some 800,000 acres of prime forest in California,
declared hemp the "Billion Dollar Crop." It predicted that owned by Hearst, were reclaimed by troops under the com
hemp "will not compete with other American products. mand of Mexican revolutionary Pancho Villa.
According to Conrad, Hearst used the stereotype of the
Instead, it will displace imports of raw material and manufac
tured products ... it will provide thousands of jobs for marijuana-smoking Mexican peasant to fuel racial tensions
between whites and Mexican laborers in the Southwest. "In
American workers throughout the land."
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1793 — ‘Ed Whitney invents the cot
ton gin. The resuCting drop in cotton
prices dramaticaCfy reduces the hemp
industry.

1807 - CHifomia,
under Spanish cohoniaC
12,500

world.

rule,

grows

pounds

of

hemp.

1810 - Tuture president John
Quincy J4dams travels to T(ussia
1775 - The first commerciaC hemp is grown
in %entuchy.

1794 - Qeorge Washington writes to the gardener at his 9/Lt.
Vemon estate: “9dahe the most you can of the Indian Hemp

to document hemp manufactur
ing techniques.

seed and sow it everywhere. ”
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1914, El Paso, Texas passed the first local ordinance banning
'marijuana'," wrote Conrad. "The pretext for the law was said
to be a fight started by a Mexican."
Hearst continued to use the same tactics in other
regions, applying it to the black populations in the Southeast.
The tabloid frenzy continued unabated until it spread coast to
coast. Suddenly, the "shocking new menace to today's youth,"
as a San Francisco Chronicle article declared in 1937, became a
nationwide threat to everyone.
The central figure amid the maelstrom of hysteria was
Harry J. Anslinger, the director of the newly formed Federal
Bureau of Narcotics. Anslinger drew material for his war on
drugs from what were called the "Gore Files," which consist
ed of many articles that appeared in Hearst's newspapers. In
an article titled "Crusade Against Marijuana," he also coined
perhaps the most outrageous metaphor of all the marijuana
hysteria: "If the hideous monster Frankenstein came face to
face with the monster marijuana, he would drop dead from
fright." The article
backed up his
words, declaring
"this is not an over
statement."
An
over
whelming majority
of the "Gore File"
articles drew a
direct link between
marijuana use and
violence, claiming
the drug "incites to
immorality
and
crime" and com
mon users were
"criminals, degen
erates, maniacs."
Anslinger himself perpetuated the connection in a 1937 article
"Marijuana, Assassin of Youth," stating "addicts may often
develop a delirious rage during which they are temporarily
and violently insane." In light of the resulting hysteria fueled
by Hearst's tabloid headlines and Anslinger's dogged crusade,
a new federal law concerning marijuana seemed inevitable.
But who stood to gain from the passage of such a law?

lation of hemp. Du Pont invented many synthetic materials
common today - including cellophane, nylon, rayon, dacron
and neoprene - all from petroleum. "According to their own
corporate records and historians," said Herer, who based his
statement on his own "research and communication with Du
Pont," these petrochemical-based products would "account
for over 80 percent of all its [Du Pont's] railroad carloadings
for the next 50 years."
Hemp, which is 80 percent cellulose material, repre
sented an abundant and efficient source for cellulose to be
converted into plastics or fiber - the same uses that synthetics
also fill. The fact that Henry Ford said in Popular Mechanics
that he would someday "grow automobiles from the soil" by
using natural plastics lends credibility to hemp's potential as
a competitor to petrochemicals. But Du Pont was dead-set on
developing synthetic products without regarding hemp as an
option, as shown in Lammot Du Pont's statement in Popular
Mechanics: "Synthetic plastics find application in fabricating a
wide variety of articles, many of which were made from nat
ural products."
To create this new, radical world of synthetics, Du Pont
sought assistance in their endeavors, possibly alluding to
what would later become the Marijuana Tax Act: "The rev
enue-raising power of government may be converted into an
instrument for forcing acceptance of sudden new ideas of
industrial and social reorganization." The coincidental timing
of the Marijuana Tax Act and Du Pont's emerging petrochem
ical products makes Herer's theory sound convincing. But no
damning evidence exists to prove that Du Pont, Hearst and
others orchestrated a conspiracy to wipe out hemp. It still
remains a coincidence, albeit a rather suspicious one.
However, the proposed new law would have to pass
some obstacles first, namely the Supreme Court. In 1937, the
court was scheduled to rule on an act passed three years ear
lier, the Firearms Act. The law sought to curtail traffic in
machine guns by placing a 'prohibitive' transfer tax of $200
on any machine gun purchase. In adopting the act. Congress
did not prohibit machine guns outright, because it still 'per
mitted' them to be bought. This was the first congressional act
to use a tax, normally a revenue-raising tool of government,
as a means to prohibit conduct. On March 29, 1937, the court
unanimously upheld the Firearms Act. Two weeks later, the
Marijuana Tax Act was introduced to Congress.

Mn Interesting Coincidence

THe Wew Law

Jack Herer, author of The Emperor Wears No Clothes, pre
sents a theory that the Du Pont Company, which was the
nation's leading munitions producer as well as developer of
plastics and synthetic material, would benefit from the regu

The proposed marijuana law placed an "occupational
excise tax upon dealers, and a transfer tax upon dealing in
marijuana." It required all businesses and individuals working
with marijuana (and thus, hemp) to register with the govern-
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merit and pay taxes. Once registered, all further dealings
would be taxed as well. After spending ten weeks in
Congress, HR 6385, the Marijuana Tax Act, became law.
Although the act did not ban the growing of industrial
hemp, it nevertheless had the same effect. 'Tt regulated the
hemp industry out of business," said Joseph Hickey, executive
director of the modern-day Kentucky Hemp Growers
Cooperative in Acres USA. Hickey explained the devastating
affects on industrial hemp growers:
"They had to have a federal regula
tor.... You can imagine in any business if
everytime you did something you had to
call up and have someone stand out there
and watch you do it, that would make it
economically not feasible - and that's basi
cally what happened, the industry was just
over-regulated."
Hemp got thrown into the tax act along with marijuana
because at the time, the government and public simply could
not tell the two plants apart, Hickey said. "They didn't have
the technical ability to distinguish between the two," he
explained. "To them it didn't make any difference ... because
they had no way of telling which was hemp and which was
marijuana, so they treated it all as marijuana."
Some opponents of the law attempted to point out this
problem to the lawmakers in 1937, but it simply did not take.
Ralph Loziers of the National Oil Seed Institute testified at tax
act hearings in the Senate that hemp was an essential com
modity not to be regulated out of existence. "The point I make
is this - that this bill is too all inclusive," he said. "This bill
brings the activities - the crushing of this great industry
under the supervision of a bureau - which may mean its sup
pression."
Another witness stepped forward to issue his disap
proval. Mr. Rems of the Rems Hemp Co. charged that the tax
would put many hemp manufacturers "out of business." He
insisted that harvesting hemp was not harmful, explaining
that "we field-wet [ret] it. All the leaves are gone. There is no
marijuana there." He finally demanded, "The real purpose of
this bill is not to raise money, is it?"
From that point on, hemp ceased to be grown domesti
cally. Instead, the United States imported hemp from tropical
lands such as the Philippines for limited markets, mostly in
making rope. Later that year in 1937, Du Pont filed a patent
for nylon, the synthetic fiber that would take the place of
hemp in many of the textile and cordage markets.

for

In 1941, Japan bombed Pearl Harbor and the U.S. was
thrust headlong into World War II. Japan soon took control
over the Philippines and cut off the pipeline of hemp imports,
prompting a huge government campaign to promote growing
hemp. A May 30, 1943 Herald Tribune headline declared:
"Hemp Cultivation in the U.S.: Long neglected American crop
takes over 240,000 acres in Midwest, in program to replace
lost import from Far East."
The
cam
paign showed the
film "Hemp for
Victory" to all farm
ers that illustrated
how to grow and
process
hemp.
Participating farm
ers were exempt
from the draft to
cultivate hemp to
make ropes for
Navy ships, para
chute webbing for
paratroopers, and
thread for American
soldiers' shoes. The
program fueled a
huge hemp resurgence. A government-financed corporation.
War Hemp Industries, Inc., built 42 new processing mills and
lent out harvesting machines to farmers. In all, 20,000 mid
west farmers contracted with the government to grow hemp
in what James Hopkins, author of History of the Hemp Industry
in Kentucky, called "the largest annual increase of a major crop
in American history."
After the war, the government reasserted the restric
tions on hemp, again by using its association with marijuana.
By 1956, harsher penalties for marijuana were instated under
the Narcotics Control Act, which established minimum sen
tences for possession. Licenses to grow hemp under the aus
pices of the Marijuana Tax Act of 1937 also ceased around this
time, establishing a de facto prohibition on domestic industri
al hemp that continues today.
But the time may come again when farmers could once
more toil under the hot sun, harvesting this plant of multiple
and mistaken identities.
Derek Reiber is an environmental journalism major who likes
basketball and Boundary Bay.
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Starting a new Business is aCways
risky. Almost tHree out of everyfour Busi

by Scott Morris
photos by Taylor Talmage

nessesfaiC witBin tBeirfirstfive years. So
wBat wouCcf cause peopCe to compound an
aCready risky proposition By deciding to
seCC goods manufactured from a plant
tBat is dCegaC to grow in tfiis country? In
tHe face of suck poCiticaC opposition to
iCCegaC drugs in generaC, wBat gives new
entrepreneurs in industriaC hemp reason
to BeCieve that demandfor hemp products
wiCC continue to grow? Some BeCieve
industriaC hemp wiCC Be grown domesticaCCy someday as it used to Be earCier this
century.
The recent resurgence of interest in
the plant as an ecoCogicaCaCternative has
Ced many to test the waters in the Busi
ness arena. Hie foCCowing three profiCes,
whiCe hardCy a representative sampCe,
ojfer gCimpses into the mindsets of some
peopCe who are giving it a try.
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Hemp Textiles International Corporation
Sometimes you have to circle
the globe to realize the dreams you
have for your own backyard. Yitzac
Goldstein and David Gould, owners
of the Bellingham-based Hemp
Textiles International Corporation
(HTI), have traveled to China and
Poland and back to pursue their
dream. Someday they hope to see
Washington farmers growing hemp
to sell to local industries. They fore
see the Georgia-Pacific mill produc
ing hemp paper; textile mills, like
Pendleton, fabricating hemp gar
ments; and big Seattle-based compa
nies, such as Eddie Bauer and REI,
selling hemp products. And HTI is
always at the heart of their dream,
providing the raw materials for
many such future local endeavors.
Three years into pursuing this
dream, Yitzac and David have come
a long way toward positioning HTI
advantageously for what they see as
the ''inevitable" resurgence of the
hemp industry. They have developed
and trademarked several types of
hemp fibers and yarns, some of
which are blended with wool, recy
cled wool, organic cotton, and poly
ester recycled from plastic bottles.
"We are the first company in the U.S.
to produce hemp yarns," David says.
HTI manufactures the yarns in
China and Poland, and then imports
these yarns to sell to fabric manufac
turers in the United States.
The seed for this dream was
planted at Western. Yitzac, a former
Fairhaven student, and David, who
studied at Huxley, both absorbed the
environmental ethics of sustainabili
ty and social responsibility during
their college days. Yitzac also studied
Chinese culture, eventually learning
to speak Mandarin Chinese.
Yitzac's experience living on a

sustainable farm led him to investi
gate the possibilities of growing a
fiber crop to spin his own clothes.
His studies of Chinese culture
showed that hemp was widely
grown and accepted for many uses in
that country. The wheels began to
turn.
In the fall of 1992 Yitzac took
his family on what David calls "a
hemp sourcing mission" to China.
Yitzac talked to the people farming
hemp. He went to the mills. He tried to
soak it all in: the agriculture, the spin
ning of yam, the weaving of fabric.
Yitzac returned enthusiastic
about the possibilities of starting a
business importing hemp fabrics.
David's interest in international
trade, and the resurgence of hemp in
the '90s, persuaded them both to
take the plunge. They launched HTI
in 1994.
"Our first foray into fiber was
quite a circus," David recalls. "We
got our first fabric [shipment] from
China, and it was clear as soon as we
looked at it that we'd been" - he
pauses, grinning wryly - "hood
winked." The fabric was so bad, they
had a hard time just getting rid of it,
even to be recycled.
They realized they were going
to have to establish some sort of
quality control at the ground level
because the shipping costs alone
were too high to risk further embar
rassments. They set up regional
offices and manufacturing facilities
in China, and later in Poland. This
eliminated any doubts as to what
they would receive after importing it.
These initial stmggles caused
HTI to delve into more than just
importing finished fabric. They were
forced to learn the whole manufac
turing process, from cultivation to

textiles. Along the way, they estab
lished relationships with local farm
ers, yarn-spinners, and weavers in
the mills. David is confident these
lessons will start to pay off.
'This kind of quality control
gives us a competitive advantage,"
David says because prices and quali
ty can be monitored at regional
offices, before huge shipping costs
are tacked on. David says they main
tain contacts in 15 hemp-growing
countries, to stay on top of trends
that may cause HTI to shift or expand
their operations elsewhere.
Today, efforts to lure investors
highlight
HTTs
struggles.

'Capitalization is the
biggest obstacle," David
says. "I spend a lot of my
time - time which could
be better spent on other
things - devoted to
fundraising." In addition
to HTTs unique position
manufacturing
hemp
yarns, David can show
potential investors his
company's lineup of
buyers. While some, like
Ecolution (an East Coast
hemp business), are pre
dictably hemp specific
businesses, others are
more mainstream textile
companies, such
Adidas and Patagonia.
David cites several
big fashion designers
and transnational compa
nies who include hemp

garments in their product lines.
"You've got Calvin Klein, Ralph
Lauren, Armani, Adidas - all have
moved into hemp. As with every
trend in fashion, it will filter down to
where eventually your J.C. Penney's
and your Wal-Mart's are carrying
hemp clothing, too."
The next step is to position
HTI for the eventual reintroduction
of industrial hemp to U.S. agricul
ture.
"The writing's on the wall,"
David says. "I firmly believe indus
trial hemp will be grown in the U.S."
He sees companies like HTI and oth
ers as the ones who will help make
the transition from an
imported fabric to a com
pletely domestic industry.
It will not happen
overnight, as they see it.
Importers will still play a
vital role in providing
high-quality material in
the meantime. But David
and Yitzac are betting that
the experience they have
accrued, and their vision

Yitzac Goldstein and David Gould

for this region, will make their
dreams come true.

Cascade Hemp
"No mail" is the word today.
Actually there are a few bills and
other miscellaneous envelopes, but
not one is from a rock gym. With a
shrug and a sigh, Kurt Helling must
go back to the drawing board on his
most recent marketing effort.
"We're learning as we go
along," Kurt says while his wife,
Laura, works in the background on
the remodeling project they recently
started in their home in north
Everett. "We'll just keep toying with
it until we hit the right angle," he
says.
"It" is Cascade Hemp, the
business they have started out of
their home. Kurt has designed some
simple products made from hemp
fabric, and he is now trying to find
retailers that will sell his goods. He
has received positive response for his
hemp chalk bags, used by rock
climbers.
"It's been very rare that I've
walked into a [climbing] shop and
not walked out with a sale," Kurt
says. Thus they targeted their lat
est marketing effort at climbing
shops and rock gyms. "We came
up with a list of suppliers and
gyms from climbing magazines
and mailed out almost 300 flyers."
But as the weeks pass with no
mail, Kurt sees this strategy is not
working.
"You base your success on
this product, and if somebody
doesn't like it, then it's real hard
not to initially take it personally,"
Kurt says. "In fact, I still do that to
some extent - 'Why isn't this sell
ing?"' he asks, wringing his face in
mock frustration. But he is encour
aged to keep going when he
remembers that the products are
generally well-received when pre
sented in person.
In addition to chalk bags,
Kurt has designed handbags,
briefcases, and eyeglasses cases
using hemp fabric. He settled on
these simple products after
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says, due to the heavy use of pesti
cides. "But it's such a money-maker
that environmental issues fall by the
wayside."
One of Kurt's biggest problems
is money. Larger bulk orders get him
better deals, but he only has so much
money at any one time when he places
an order for fabric. He buys
Hungarian hemp from American
Hemp Mercantile for $9.75
per yard, about three times
as much as cotton.
The next marketing
tactic Kurt is working on
includes advertising in
climbing magazines and
approaching mainstream
local retailers.
While he has yet to
get his foot in the door at
REI, Kurt says his initial
contacts with Eddie Bauer
have been promising. If
they decide to pick up
some of his products, they
wouldn't run in a catalog
for at least a year and a
half. But Kurt figures that
would give him enough
time to line up a produc
tion contractor.
As for HTI's dream
of a domestic hemp indus
try, Kurt agrees that the
current trend seems to
make it likely to happen.
Kurt Helling working to make Cascade Hemp happen.
But, he says, "my guess is
not within this decade." He
Kurt started sewing almost out of necessity. does not think a political solution will
"I got started sewing my own be possible until economics start to
climbing gear, partly because I was too weigh too heavily to be ignored. He
broke to go out and buy a $200 Gore- thinks pressure from farmers is one of
Tex jacket, but also because there were the more likely scenarios for changing
no products out there that had the fea public opinion enough to allow hemp
tures that I was really looking for," to be grown in the United States.
"It's portrayed as such a silver
Kurt says.
As he improved his sewing bullet, which it's not," Kurt says, "but
skills, he began to sell custom-made the depressing thing is all these alter
gear to friends and acquaintances to natives are being ignored."
pay the bills. But he learned the out
door market is already saturated.
Then he discovered hemp fab
Pedaler
ric. He was excited by its qualities: its Hemp
T.J. Irvin knows he is going
strength and resilience, and its resis
tance to mold, rot, mildew, and fading. against the grain. When he and his
He also liked how the raw natural friend, co-owner Cody Frank, decided
fiber did not need the physical and to develop a vegetable-based bicycle
chemical processing fibers such as cot lubricant using hemp seed oil as one of
the main ingredients, they knew their
ton require.
"Cotton is one of the most toxic idea flew in the face of conventional
agricultural crops on the planet," Kurt wisdom.
months of experimenting with many
different projects, from coffee filters to
pants to carpentry aprons, among oth
ers.
Kurt started experimenting with
hemp fabrics on his sewing machine a
little more than a year ago. Up to that
point, he had been sewing outdoor
gear using synthetic fabrics. An accom
plished rock climber and mountaineer.
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"We initially got into using veg
etable oil against all the books that told
us that vegetable oils were going to be
a real nuisance to bicycle mainte
nance," T.J. says. The books said if you
use vegetable oils, they will build up
on the chains and cog-sets of the bicy
cle. T.J. and Frank decided to try it
anyway.
"How bad could it be?" they
asked.
The inspiration came from their
desire to find alternatives to petrole
um-based products. The original idea
meshed their love for bicycles with
their enthusiasm for the hemp plant's
eco-friendly qualities.
"Right now, what's available is
Hemp Pedaler Chain Lube, Hemp
Pedaler Finishing Oil, Resin Surf Wax,
and upcoming for winter of '97, Resin
Ski and Snowboard Wax," T.J. says.
They run Hemp Pedaler out of a home
in Issaquah, part-time. Each relies on
income from other jobs. T.J. works at
Bamboo Gardens, a nursery specializ
ing in bamboo, using the money he
earns to buy the raw materials for
Hemp Pedaler.
T.J. says his current initiative
has its roots from his days as a student
at Western and Fairhaven. He became
depressed over what he was learning
about the state of the environment.
State of the World and other books he
read demonstrated crises - such as
world shortage of fiber - looming on
the horizon. Passing by the GeorgiaPacific pulp mill was a daily reminder
of what he saw as an over-dependence
on wood, not to mention contamina
tion of the air and water.
"I lived on Squalicum Harbor
and I wanted to fish off my boat, but I
couldn't because of GP," he says.
He learned that "big popula
tions need fast-growing resources. If
they use slow-growing resources, then
they die." This is one of the major rea
sons he touts hemp - its growing cycle
of 90 to 100 days is one of the fastest.
He says bamboo should be utilized for
the same reason.
"Some people who argue that
we need alternative fibers will com
plain that because hemp's illegal, they
can't do anything," T.J. says. "Well,
why aren't you growing bamboo?"
T.J. left Western wanting to do
all he could to protect the environ
ment. "Monkey-wrenching," however,
was not a particularly satisfying solu-

tion, nor was it, in his opinion, an
effective one. "'You're just taking
people's jobs. I decided to do
something to stimulate the econo
my," he says.
After moving to Issaquah,
T.J. met Cody mountain biking.
Their shared interests in bicycles
and hemp as alternatives inspired
them to experiment with hemp
seed oil as a
chain lubricant.
"That's
really what started
T.J. Irvin at a Lake Padden mountain bike race handing out sample
the whole busi
bottles and urging riders to take a chance on his product.
ness idea," T.J.
says, "once we
admits it is a hurdle many new hemp businesses - including his
used the hemp
own - may not be able to get over.
seed oil on one of
T.J., who is 24, says that by focusing on people his age,
Cody's old, old
he hopes to be able to overcome the current stigma that is
bikes. The chain,
blocking domestic hemp efforts because younger people are
which was frozen,
more sympathetic to hemp in general.
then broke loose
and came free and
started actually
working again.
(David ^ouCd refers to the Business decisions he
We knew we were
onto something."
and ^tzac QoCdstein have to mahg as ''caCcuCated
They start
ris^s.'' %urt Ceding Cihens the current renewed inter
ed
combining
est in hemp fahric to the ''tej(ti[e frontiers of the 19th
different ratios of
century,'' when cotton started to dominate dirnerican
canola oil and
te^tdes Because of industriaCization.
hemp seed oil,
run into a tej(tiCe frontier Ci^c this is a rare
trying to find a
formula
that
event,'' %urt says, which justifies why so many foChs
would not build up. They had trouble until they finally found
are trying to jump in at this point dhose who position
a local lubricant dealer who helped them find the right for
themseCves wedearCy ''standa chance to ma^c a chunh^
mula.
"It works great," T.J. says. "It's not building up to the of money'' if the hemp industry re-estaBCishes itseCf
(Businesses [ih§ dCemp (PedaCer highCightjust how
degree where we can't control it. "
While they were experimenting with lubricants, T.J. dis innovative some of the new endeavors can Be, dhe con
covered the hemp seed oil was an excellent varnish, especial flicting stances among these new entrepreneurs
ly for bamboo. They decided to market the varnish as a sec
regarding spCitting or Bumping hemp with marijuana
ond product. Their experiments also led to manipulating the
cCouds the crystaC Bad consideraBCy. "I approach com
oil.
"Hydrogenating any kind of oil is the first process in panies and they hind of reeC Bac\, a CittCe Bit," %urt
turning it into a solid," T.J. explains. "Taking a liquid and says, When I say that nasty CittCe four-Cetter word,
turning it into a solid is pretty much what they do to make sometimes it cCoses the door right there and then
plastic goods. That's how we came up with the wax idea."
Because it's just a CittCe Bit too controversiaC, I've
Much like Kurt, market saturation and capital are the
two biggest obstacles T.J. and Cody face. "There's about seven actuaCCy hadpeopCe say to me, 'Is this CegaC?"'
WiCC hemp ever regain the same prominence it
to eight lubricants that are out there," T.J. says. "That has
posed a really big problem ... for them [bike shops] to take the once heCd in this nation's economy?
risk on an already risky product and put it in their store."
dhesefour men are Banhing on it.
"It's something that if we can't break into some of these
big bicycle distributors, and move something quick, we face
something that's more of a charity than a business," he says.
Yet despite the acknowledged risks, T.J. makes no apol
ogy for linking industrial hemp to marijuana. He remains
unrepentant to those who argue that linking the two Scott Morris is a journalism major grappling with the hypocrisy of
only serves to kill the industrial hemp movement, even as he pursuing a career that requires lots of trees to be cut down.
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our old-growth giants fill a logging truck
rolling through Bellingham on Interstate 5.
As I pull up next to the truck for a closer
look, I am stunned - it has been awhile since 1
have seen trees this big. I cannot believe these
magnificent trees are still being cut down - right
here, right now in our region. Why are we still
doing this ?
Our society uses massive amounts of paper,
which all has to come from somewhere. The tim
ber and pulp industries are vital to our economy
and standard of living, but take a tremendous toll
on the forests. According to the Sierra Club, the
United States consumes the equivalent of one
mature tree per person per year - twice as much
wood as other industrial countries. The Earth
Island Journal states that the U.S. pulp indus
try harvests 12,430 square miles offorest per year.
1 wonder if we are going to run out of trees
completely before we try any wood alternatives.
One alternative worthy of investigation is indus
trial hemp, whose proponents claim could not
only reduce timber cutting, but also cut back
petroleum and cotton use as well.

photo by Taylor Talmage
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Long before hemp was restricted in 1937, the United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA), proud parent of
the Forest Service, already knew that hemp yielded more
fiber than tree pulp and made better paper. In 1916, the
USDA published what has become the popularly cited
''Bulletin 404." In this brief and innocuous little report.
Botanist Lyster H. Dewey concluded that one acre of hemp
can produce four times the pulp of one acre of poplar
trees. His report also concluded that paper made from
hemp "expressed the ability to impart strength and fold
ing endurance greater than that exhibited by soda-poplar
stock."
Dr. Ernst Gayden of Huxley College says the bul
letin has even greater implications for the Northwest.
"When you consider that Douglas Fir (the tree of choice in
our region) grows slower than poplar, loses a sizable per
centage of the bark during pulping, and takes at least 60
years to harvest, the four to one ratio is probably conserv
ative."
If hemp is so productive and makes such great
paper, why isn't the pulp and paper industry pushing to
legalize it? "Politicians aren't of a mind to distinguish
between industrial hemp and marijuana. The industry is

getting timber from the National
Forests at a subsidized price there's no incentive/' Gayden says.
However, there are move
ments to get hemp back into legal
production. In 1993, the British
government lifted its restriction
on the growing of industrial
hemp. The U.S. trade magazine
Pulp and Paper called for re-legal
ization of hemp in the United
States. According to Bryan Estes
of the Washington Hemp
Education Network (WHEN),
Canada is going to provide
industrial hemp seeds for farmers to
grow legally beginning January 1998. "It's going to
shock the status quo," Estes said. "The timber and pulp indus about
try and their stockholders love the current situation - traditional cotton
increased demand, decreased supply and increased profits - production. Cotton is grown on
and that's going to change."
three percent of the earth's best arable land but
Unlike conventional tree-based paper, the low lignin consumes 26 percent of the world's pesticides. In 1995 alone,
content of hemp means less harmful chemicals are necessary 250,000 tons of pesticides were used worldwide to grow cot
for paper production. Lignin is the ''glue" that holds the mol ton commercially. It also requires heavy irrigation and con
ecules of cellulose in pulp together and must be removed to sumes more than seven percent of the world's annual fertiliz
make paper. According to the Handbook of Fiber Science and er use.
Technology, tree pulp contains high levels of lignin (24-32%)
Hemp does not require as much irrigation as cotton
that need caustic chemicals such as sodium hydroxide and because its deep root system (up to 12 feet) is not dependent
sodium sulfate to remove it. Paper manufacturers usually on topsoil which can become desiccated during drought.
seek a lignin content of around four percent, approximately Additionally, like many drought-resistant plants, hemp pro
the amount that hemp naturally contains.
duces a sticky resin that prevents
Hemp fiber can also be combined
excessive transpiration during tem
with kenaf to increase the variety of pulp
perature extremes to help conserve
“If hemp were CegaC to
grades available. Kenaf is a relative of cot
water.
grow at home, I couCd he
ton, but grows similarly to hemp and pro
Agroecologist Gigi Berardi of
vides yields of a comparable level under
Huxley College is concerned about
energy
independent
in
two
the right growing conditions. The Earth
the effects of cotton agriculture. "It
Island Journal describes kenaf as "compar
years, and this represents has been subsidized economically
ing favorably with virgin fiber from pine
since the 1930s, which is one of the
trees and other softwoods. The bast [fiber]
a threat to the estaSCished reasons it's so prevalent. It was tradi
provides an ideal finish for making
tionally grown in the South and has
system. ”
strong, high-quality printing and writing
migrated to the arid portions of the
papers." The Journal reports that like
West." Cotton requires massive irri
- ^ryan ‘Estes gation to grow it. However, Berardi is
hemp, kenaf fits well into crop rotations
and does not require large amounts of fer
somewhat skeptical about the claims
tilizer or herbicides. On the downside,
of hemp's benign environmental
kenaf requires roughly the same amount of irrigation as cot impacts. "It's possible to grow commercial commodities with
ton and it does not have the growing range or extreme tem out chemicals, but it's unlikely that you can grow a monocul
perature resistance of hemp. Kenaf's lignin content, though ture of hemp over large tracts of land year after year without
lower than tree pulp, is still twice that of hemp, meaning some them," she says.
caustic chemicals would be required to remove it.
Berardi is also quick to point out that the generic term
In addition to replacing trees in the paper cycle, hemp "pesticides" includes insecticides, herbicides and fungicides,
advocates claim that it can replace "rotten" cotton. While cot and distinctions between the three need to be made. The
ton is a versatile and efficient fiber to spin, it requires a large International Hemp Association (IHA), a European-based
input of energy and pesticides to be grown. International hemp research and promotional organization, states that
clothing manufacturer Patagonia has become an industry European hemp farmers routinely use small quantities of all
leader in the use of organic cotton and is developing a new three chemical groups, however, the levels are considerably
product line using alternative fibers, including hemp. The less than other food and fiber crops.
company uses compelling statistics to inform consumers
The benefits of hemp on soil quality have long been
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Gayden questions the use of hemp for methanol pro
documented by the USDA and German government.
According to USDA literature from the 1930s, farmers were duction. "I don't think it would be an effective source," he
advised to grow hemp because it ''loosens, mellows and says. "Potatoes and beets have a much higher sugar content,
shades the soil." The USDA Bulletin No. 1935 stated, "fields if you're looking at alternatives to corn and grain."
Biomass Energy also describes three classes of thermal
previously cropped to soybeans, alfalfa, and clover are excel
techniques to make energy from hemp: direct combustion,
lent for hemp."
The USDA also warned farmers how narrow crop rota gasification and pyrolysis. Direct combustion involves burn
tion can increase the incidence of disease and soil pathogens, ing hemp in boilers to produce steam for electricity genera
resulting in lower yields and increasing the need for soil fumi tion. Gasification is a partial oxidation process with the pro
gants and other biocides. Before 1937, farmers in the South duction of combustible gases, such as methane, as the primary
goal. Pyrolysis is a non-oxidative thermal process that results in
regularly rotated hemp with their food crops.
Using hemp to produce "biomass energy" is another gases, liquids and "char," all of which can be used as fuels or
promising aspect of this versatile plant. Biomass energy chemical feedstocks.
Estes claims that only
involves the burning of
six percent of the arable land
agricultural waste to pro
in the United States would be
duce electricity. According
necessary to grow enough
to the 1983 European
hemp to provide a continuous
Community's
Second
energy supply for the whole
Conference on Energy
country. As unbelievable as
from Biomass, for biomass
this sounds, Berardi doubts
fuels to be a feasible alter
this figure for a surprising
native to fossil fuels, they
reason. "Six percent is a large
must incorporate plants
percentage and may actually
that are high in yield,
be an overestimate. It's proba
organically
grown,
bly too large of a chunk to be
drought-resistant and do
taken out of food production
not deplete the soil.
without consequences to the
Hemp activist John
nation's food supply," she says.
Roulec spoke of a U.S.
Like the paper and
government publication
pulp industry, the energy
promoting biomass ener
industry has reasons for fail
gy in an interview with
ing to utilize hemp. "The shift
Acres, USA: "It shows
to hemp energy use is being
fields all the way around
held up by an energy industry
the [biomass electrical
entrenched in the traditional
generator] plant in the
supply cycle of petroleum,"
community, and it shows
Estes says. "If hemp was
the farmers bringing bio
available for biomass energy,
mass into the plant to
then petroleum interests
burn, generating electrici
wouldn't be able to validate
ty for the local community.
their price controls. If hemp
And again, hemp - being
were legal to grow at home, I
that it captures and stores
could be energy independent
the sun's energy better
in two years, and this represents a threat to the established
than any other plant - it would make an ideal biomass."
Hemp, unlike fossil fuels, contains almost no sulfur and system."
The myths and claims of industrial hemp's viability
does not contribute to acid rain by emitting sulfur dioxide
when burned. A growing hemp crop can help to recycle the will soon be tested as Europe and Canada legalize and regu
carbon dioxide produced during the combustion of biomass, late its production. Is this an opportunity the United States is
unlike the long-dead organic matter that makes up fossil letting pass by? Are we going to look back when the last of the
fuels. Crops, such as hemp, are renewable and do not require old-growth forests are harvested and wonder what were we
mining, drilling or causing oil spills. While biomass sounds waiting for?
Locating recent and relevant data on hemp from neu
like a good idea, Berardi questions the wisdom of committing
land to energy production. "It would be better to use the land tral sources is a difficult task. Sixty years of hemp prohibition
to produce food crops for people and animals that can convert has obviously done little to further its advancement as a sus
tainable alternative. In the meantime, the logging trucks keep
the energy more efficiently," she says.
Hemp can also be made into methanol, which can be on rolling and our environment pays the price.
used as a substitute or an additive to gasoline and other fossil
fuels. According to the book Biomass Energy, it is estimated
that the implementation of advanced methanol-burning tech
nology in automobiles could achieve a 13 percent fuel savings Michael DuBois left work as an air quality consultant in
over gasoline. Traditional methods of methanol distillation California to pursue an environmental science major. He claims to
have used grain or corn - which have a higher sugar content be the oldest student at Huxley, but he doesn't act like it.
than hemp.
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**Hemp agriculturists could be
front men for drug dealers scatter
ing marijuana plants throughout
hemp fields, increasing the U.S.
drug problem and tummg every
one mto starry-eyed dead neads.’’
This argument sounds absurd to some,
but to many Americans it is right on the
money. Regardless of tests proving fiber
yields and global hemp accomplishments,
the United States remains skeptical. Even if
arguments connecting hemp and marijuana
portray misconceptions or misinformation,
they form a large wall blocking hemp as an
alternative resource. Education may explain
the differences and prove hemp's viability,
but will it really matter?
How long will it take for people to over
come the 1970s purple-haze mentality associated
with a drug versus a drugless fiber? Most of all,
do we want to wait that long?
Our resources are being depleted at an
unrecoverable rate and we need fibers, fabrics
and fuel. The need for alternatives should be our
main concern. Why do people continue to battle a
wall when other viable resources exist?
Bamboo and kenaf are two examples of
legal plants with promising futures.
Bamboo can be used for a variety of pur
poses. Seeds are eaten as grains and shoots can be
cooked and eaten as vegetables. The pulped
fibers of bamboo can be used to make quality
paper without the use of chlorine. Large stems
can supply planks for houses while small stems
are excellent to form scaffoldings used for con
struction sights. Often these farms are highly
profitable, exceeding earnings of $26,000 per acre.
Studies from the 1950s show kenaf is easier
to process, greater in yield, and a stronger source
of fiber than wood chips. Kenaf can be used for
cordage, canvas and sacking. Further, it can be
used for newsprint, paper and carpet-backing
yarn.
Kenaf and bamboo are grown easily and
reach maturity far quicker than trees. Kenaf takes
as little as six months to reach full height and
bamboo matures up to 60 feet or more within four
years.
Given the possibilities of alternatives, why
are we not investing in them? Hemp has an obvi
ous barrier, but what is the excuse for legal
plants? Perhaps big business builds walls higher
than a socially unacceptable drug ever will.

by Ashley Painter
photo by Taylor Talmage

The power of big business allows products
to be produced in mass quantities at a minimal
cost to the consumer. New alternatives, while
working their way up, remain costly, discourag
ing the budget-biting consumer to make an envi
ronmentally conscious choice. This is what keeps
the big-business ball rolling.
Breaking the cycle calls for education and
evaluation of our habits. The way to make our voic
es heard is in our buying power, which may require
budgeting our money to support alternatives.
Bamboo and kenaf, like other alternatives,
will continually have to climb walls built by
large resource-manipulating corporations in
this country.
Supporting
these alterna
tives does not
require eval
uating your
moral posi
tion on drug
use; however,
it does involve
analyzing your
environmental
ethics and
actions.

Ashley Painter
is a history major
and plans to move
to a major ski
resort next year.
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have heard all the claims. Hemp is good for any soil,
grows more plant material than any other crop, and doesn't
require pesticides or fertilizers.
But as I began to investigate, as I began to really dig
into the dirt about hemp, I discovered the plant does not live
up to all its claims.
Sure, hemp does have its benefits - it can provide a multi
tude of uses from paper to fiber to even automobile interiors -*
but arguments that the plant can save the planet are just plain
wrong.
'
Hemp, like any other plant, has its problems and will not
stop pesticide use or renourish topsoil-vacant land. The plant
will create new markets, but many old and existing markets will
continue to thrive like weeds.
Like the telephone game we played as children which
showed that stories could be distorted after retelling them,
recounting stories about hemp have twisted and turned them
into myths of legendary scale.

Jack Merer, author of The Emperor Wears No Clothes,
and Chris Conrad, writer of Hemp, Lifeline to the Future, are
two popular writers who have perpetuated many of the
myths surrounding hemp. They have used data from old gov
ernment records and magazine articles written prior to the
1940s to demonstrate that hemp is a "super" plant. Some of
their claims include that hemp produces higher yields than
other crops; it uses sunlight more efficiently than other
crops; the plant requires no fertilizers; and hemp's cellulose
matter - used to produce paper and fuels such as ethanol
contains more than any other crop.
It just isn't true, says Hayo van der Werf, one researcher
actually investigating hemp as a commercial crop for the
Netherlands.
Van der Werf, a researcher of hemp plots for the last four
years and author of Crop Physiology of Fibre Hemp, disproves
some of Herer's and Conrad's claims in a short paper title
> -t:
"Hemp Facts and Hemp Fiction."

Research for article funded by Reader's Digest Fund
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Van der Werf asserts the yield of hemp “is m no way
exceptional," He states that the plant had comparable yields,
when grown in the most favorable conditions, as com, sugar
beets and potatoes. In his experiments, van der Werf found that
the plant did not use sunlight more efficiently than other plants,
the cellulose content did not contain more than other crops, and
hemp plants did not provide high yields without fertilizer.
(According to one Canadian official, farmers who are growing
hemp in Canada have found the plant requires similar amounts
of fertilizer as com or wheat, about 100 pounds per acre.)
Other myths that have overgrown the facts are that hemp
grows in any soil conditions, requires no pesticides, competes
heavily against weeds (so it doesn't need herbicides), and
restores nutrients to the soil.
" •
Growers and researchers of Thtemp in Manitoba, Alberta,
and Ontario provinces in Canada argue that many of these commonly held "truths" need to be plowed under.
Jack Moes, New Crops Agronomist with Manitoba
Agriculture, has worked with a number of farmers who have
grown hemp in Manitoba for the last two years, and he has
collaborated with Alberta Agriculture on research. Both agri
culture agencies want to test hemp as a commercial crop foi
their provinces.
i,."
"It's a real-life crop. It has the same problems as other
crops, such as com and wheat," says Moes.
Moes states Manitoba growers have encounterejl ttle plant
diseases Sclerotinia sclerotiorum, which causes stem rot, and
Botrytis cinereUf which causes grayish, rotted lesions on the
plant. Both diseases could devastate the hemp crop. Growers
have also discovered the Bertha armyworm, a major insect pest
of the canola plant, loves hemp, Bertha chews on tender leafy
material of the plant, which stunts its growth, and leaves only
the stalk behind.
Manitoba growers are not the only ones who have dealt
with these problems; growers in Western Europe have alsor
encountered similar diseases and insect infestations on hemp
plants, says Moes.
John Lapiise, licensed to farm hemp in Ontario, has gpcownii
hemp for twoyears. He has tested different soil conditions for grown
ing hemp and has found that the plant grows best in sand or sandy
loam soils and requires excellent drainage to create a good crop.
"You can't grow hemp on marginal land and get good
yields," Laprise explains.
^
Good soil conditions can create plants lD-12 feet tall and
provide 3*4 tons of plant matter per acre, while marginal soils,
such as well-drained clay can create plants up to 5 feet tall and
offer 1-2 tons of plant matter per acre.
Ideal soil conditions create a better return for farmers. The
larger the stalk, the greater the amount of fiber found in the plant.
The fiber is valued by many businesses^ including paper com
panies, textile producers, and industrial product manufacturers.
Moes, Laprise and other researchers have found that
high yields of hemp are not maintainable if farmers do not
return nutrients to the soil. And despite what many believe,
hemp does not replenish lost nutrients. Moes explains that
'the oft-repeated data comes from old reports in which soils
were tested after hemp plants were cut and allowed to soften
in the fields. Leaves and other biological matter were
allowed to fall to the ground and decompose, fertilizing the
soil. Landscapers and home owners currently use a similar
^procedure when they leave fresh clippings on top of mowed grass
nourish the lawn.
J3nbbecausejpf t^c high demands farmers place on thei&

land, it is unclear at this tiine whether it would be possible to
allow plant matter to decompose in the fields to replenish nutrients.
Another popular mis<J:onception about hemp is that the
plant can "outgrow" weeds. But farmers have discovered
plant resists weeds only in some cases.
For instance, Moes explains that hemp planted in high*
density plots used for fiber production can exceed weed growth.
But, hemp plants that require less plant density, such as those
used for seed producHon, encounter more weeds.
If hemp is planted in ideal soils, the plant will emerge
faster than weeds. However, if other conditions exist, such as
poor soil quality, poor drainage, or if weeds are already present,
weeds will win in the competition. Moes says in these cases herbiddes may need to be used to protect the hemp crop {although
Canadian experiments have not used herbicides yet).
I
Another myth should be nipped in the bud. THC (tetrahy
drocannabinol) levels, the active ingredient that gives a person
who smokes marijuana a "high," is commonly believed by many
to act as a pesticide* However, in a paper discussing the chemi
cal ecology of Cannabis sativa, David Pate mentions that
research shows nothing prevents insects from infesting hemp.,,
As with every plant, hemp has its natural predators, although it
has not been determined how many at this point.
This myth, however, does possess small seeds of truth.
Fate states that some researchers believe nature uses THC to pro
tect the plant from losing moisture in dry and hot environments*
Some research shows nature uses THC to keep the plant from
losing moisture in hot, dry climates. Terpenes, substances that
give hemp its characteristic aroma (but do not cause drag-like
effects), increase in similar conditions as THC. Terpenes may
actually give hemp plants some insect resistance.
Even though terpenes in hemp may help ward off insects
in hotter conditions, the plant would lose to its disadvantages - ■
more THC. The United States, at this point, would not even
think about allowing farmers to grow hemp with a higher THC ^
content, even though THC in hemp occurs at much lower levels
than marijuana.
Hemp offers many advantages, but people need to sepa
rate myth from reality so hemp can gain credibility with the government and others. The U.S. Office of Technology and I
Assessment Is already testing a number of agricultural crops for
raw materials but is excluding hemp from the list. Only by being
straightforward about its pluses and minuses will anyone inves
tigate whether hemp might serve as a good economic crop for the
United States. Those who pretend the hemp plant has no prob^
lems only add to the heap of arguments against it and pre
vent real discussion about legalizing it
Research on growing commercial hem^ is in its early
stages. Much of the information available is pre-1940 and the
data is not up to current sdenlific standards. Europe is conducting
its own hemp studies, but the climate and soil conditions differ
from here. The United States would need to conduct its own studies
for these reasons. ^
Researchers in Canada and Europe have discovered
thaf many myths surround the plant, but its strength and ver
satility have not been disputed. They believe the plant will
live up to its reputation and supply many different industries
with fiber.
fe
Hemp has a great deal to offer, but we must make sure to
pay attention to all the facts, so the true benefits of the plant will
outgrow the hype.
m
*

Jennifer Hayes is an environmental journalism major who
isn't trying to save the world.
N

Hemp
fespitHbeing pai
fltAiiaWrement o£'^j
iwr.:JFrom buHfc
^sinep stfthe ',t),riei^ta&B(g%art
mdge racces8'igJMi|^^y''a"product's ability
..create casta
' .|ndustrM hemp is not exempt from this
it3^r Whatever lofty potential hemp pos
sesses to save the world will ultimately be test
ed by the Almighty dollar. If money cannot be
harvested from this crop, the products we
already use will plow it off the market and
into obscurity. If hemp fails to make a profit it
will be as pointless as President Clinton's
efforts to inhale.
Illegalization of hemp cannot last forev
er. There are just too many people pushing the
other way right now. Since the crop would be
making a 60-year time warp into a world with
new technologies and different resources, it is
difficult to say what hemp's definitive future
might be. But thanks to a long and glorious
history, we can look into hemp's past life to
speculate on its rebirth.

HEMP ^ THE CHILD PRODIGY
Hemp was once the dominant crop in
America, an essential resource that supplied
citizens with a plethora of products. Paper,
lamp oil, rope and fabric were some of the
things made in various rural, or "cottage,"
industries that revolved around hemp.
As the Industrial Revolution swept the
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the pinch of new technolo^ing onto its turf. Machinery, such as
e cotton gin, created new ways to harvest
and refine certain crops more efficiently. The
labor-intensive hemp crop struggled to fit into
this revolution, and cheaper alternatives
quickly pushed it off the market.
In 1917, the invention of the hemp decorticator raised the woolly eyebrows of corpo
rate America. Publishing tycoon Edward W.
Scripps was initially keen to use this new tech
nology for large-scale paper production in
California. The machine could have competed
with the seemingly endless supply of forestry
pulp, priced artificially high during World
War I, but Scripps bowed out of the deal.
In 1938, articles in Popular Science and
Mechanical Engineering trumpeted the poten
tial of hemp with technological advances such
as decorticators. The headlines "New Billion
Dollar Crop" and "The Most Profitable and
Desirable Crop that Can be Grown" seemed in
direct conflict with the move toward illegal
ization. The articles used the latest agro-economic and employment information to back
up their claims that growing locally could beat
the cost of imported hemp products. No crop
to date had been associated with so much
money or possibilities.
The government, in a brief display of
reason, suddenly urged farmers to "Grow
Hemp for Victory" when World War II cut off
their main importers in Asia. The demonization of hemp through association with mari
juana quickly resumed after the war's victory.

photo courtesy of HTI

The crop was again strangled into obscurity.
The ultimate compliment to hemp's economic
potential may be how nervous it made some petro
chemical industries. In the 1930s and '40s the
Chemurgy Movement, which used organic materials
for industrial applications, had made huge progress in
growing diverse products from the soil. Henry Ford
built quarter panels out of hemp that laughed at sledge
hammer blows. Rudolph Diesel fired his first car up on
nothing but corn oil. The possibilities for hemp alone
ranged from cellophane to dynamite.
Some evidence suggests that corporate giants like
Du Pont, Hearst and Mellon (back when they had bod
ies attached to their names) helped to nudge the com
petitive crop toward its illegal status.
Whatever the true reasons for keeping hemp off
American soil, the results have been successful. Prisons
are now the nation's largest growth industry. Oil and
forestry reserves have been depleted to dangerously
low levels. And hemp has been relegated to a mere
novelty item - a necklace, a sneaker, a vest.

HEMP - THE LATE BLOOMER
Orman Darby, the director of public relations for
Bellingham's Georgia Pacific (GP) pulp mill, smells
change in the air for hemp's future. "The fiber, the
growing of it, has a very long and complete track
record," said Darby. "Hemp is undoubtedly going to
enter the paper stream in a big way."
Darby's optimism comes from watching the pulp
industry evolve over the last 25 years with GP. Local
tree harvests have been regulated into economic extinc
tion with the help of 100 years of vigorous logging and
the spotted owl. The massive pile of wood pulp chips

we see behind the factory is almost entirely from Chile
and Canada.
"It was a 'have to'," said Darby of importation.
"We just didn't have any fiber in the fiber basket."
The cellulose from those wood chips is used for
hundreds of different products that go beyond the
range of just lumber and paper. Plastic mugs, alcohol,
nylons and lacquers are a few examples of what GP and
chemurgy technology can create.
"If we decided to use rhododendrons we could do
the same thing," said Darby. Of course the natural abil
ities of hemp to blast out renewable fiber and cellulose
makes it a much better economic contender.
Darby predicts that when smaller companies start
making money off hemp the big guns will snap to atten
tion. "If it beats the price of wood then it really sings,"
he said. As it stands, however, the costs of re-tooling
large industries for imported hemp are not competitive
with harvesting trees in other countries.
Despite importation costs, hemp still has a strong
and growing market in America. There are approxi
mately 1,000 retailers of hemp products in this country
and in 1994 they raked in about $25 million in sales.
Renton-based American Hemp Mercantile (AHM) has
seen profits nearly double each year since it began in
1993. But for each $60,000 container shipment AHM
buys, $10,000 goes for importation.
"It's amazing we do so well despite that," said
AHM Chief Operating Officer Hal Nelson. AHM is pre
dicting $3 million in revenues for the 200 tons of hemp
twine it will import in 1997. The hemp comes from
Hungary where 350 employees process it on 100-yearold machinery.
Nelson believes that without importation, hemp
could compete with cotton and become the 'quintessential
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or neo-luddites that might be expected to support a
controversial topic. They are America's farmers.
In addition to recognizing the environmental
aspects of hemp, farmers also see it as a way to put
some green in their wallets. Recent tremors in the
tobacco industry and fluctuating battles with the gov
ernment subsidy system have led farmers to look for
PEER PRESSURE
a solid cash crop. Furthermore,
farmers believe that the indus
The worldwide trend to
tries attached to hemp could
legalize hemp, and our
revitalize
their
rural
nation's reluctance to join it,
economies by putting product
may leave America as the
factories close to their fields.
loneliest member of the global
Joseph Hickey is cam
village.
- Qcman Da±y, piibfic rcJations paigning hard to get past the
After successful feasibility
"DEA'd on arrival" phenome
studies, both Australia and
dheadarforGeot|^Rid&:
na of industrial hemp in
Canada are poised to legalize
America. He revived the
industrial hemp. It has been legal
World War II organization
for years in many countries
throughout Europe. French companies are building called the Kentucky Hemp Growers Cooperative and
whole houses and Mercedes Benz has found a way to has used the co-op as a platform to network, organize
make dashboards and door panels out of hemp.
and educate.
As a result of Hickey's and other farmers'
America, meanwhile, has yet to put a legal seed
in the ground. Thanks to the rhetoric of people like efforts, the American Farm Bureau, representing 4.6
the director of National Drug Control Policy, Lee million farmers nationwide, voted unanimously this
Brown, who called the Adidas hemp shoe "... cute, January to give hemp a serious look. This prospect of
but it is really quite deadly ...," America may be let a massive surge toward hemp has senators and
Fortune 500 companies twitching nervously in the
ting a billion-dollar industry pass by.
Fortunately, there are people committed to same direction. The hemp movement may be reach
bringing hemp back to America in a big way. These ing critical mass in America.
Hickey does not attempt to diminish the buzz
people have helped establish Internet sites and have
supported various state initiatives for industrial he has helped create. "What we are looking at is the
hemp. They have twisted the ears of Congress and reversal of the industrial revolution," said Hickey,
have even gotten Secretary of Agriculture Dan referring to the broadest potential of hemp agricul
Glickman to listen to them without laughing.
ture.
The vision farmers have is to reclaim their rural
These people are not the steamy-eyed hippies
economies; to take back
the cottage industries of
the past from the petro
chemical industries that
displaced them. The heavy
and bulky nature of raw
hemp makes locating fac
tories closer to the source
more economical for busi
nesses. Moving it great
distances would just eat
into profits.
This differs from
other crops, or even petro
leum, that travel far away
from their sources before
becoming
value-added
products. The money and
jobs generated from grow
ing, harvesting, processing

bioregional crop/
'The challenge is getting it to be as American as
apple pie again," said Nelson. "With the exception of
the DEA [Drug Enforcement Agency], there is no one
who can say with a straight face that it's bad."

^Ti0oip is uodkxibtedly
going to enter tii£! paper
stream in a bfe way ”

Local Georgia Pacific's wood pile comes all the way from Chile and Canada.
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and finishing a hemp product would all stay in one EVERYBODY'S DOING IT
community. This concept, an "economic multiplier,"
describes why an unfinished resource like crude oil is
Hempsters of all stripes seem firmly convinced
so much cheaper than a highly refined gasoline.
that hemp has a strong possibility of improving both
Hickey sees the unique structure of the hemp the economy and the environment. Will the corporate
plant, combined with chemurgy technology, as the key kingdom see it the same way or are these hemp propo
to reviving rural economies and the environment. nents just blowing smoke?
"Industrial hemp is
"We know
just an ideal natural
that
industries
factory for producing
will use it," said
cellulose, not like
Hickey. "There's
trees where you wait
not a doubt with
15 to 20 years [for
all the companies
harvest], not like corn
that
expressed
or tobacco that get
interest in it."
shipped out of the
Some of the
local economy," he
big guns, such as
said.
Mercedes Benz,
Hemp's
eco
already have got
nomic value goes
ten on board while
beyond mere dollars
others are just test
when made at the
ing the water.
scale Hickey foresees.
International Paper,
By using hemp rather
the largest paper
than petrochemicals
manufacturer in
to create products,
the world, and
we could revert to a
Interface Carpets,
chemical structure
a major carpet
that impacts the envi
manufacturer on
ronment far less. A
the East Coast,
carpet made from
are currently test
hemp instead of
ing hemp. The
nylon could be recy
Canadian Auto
cled into paper, then
Workers
have
cardboard and then
voiced their inter
converted to biomass
est in Canada's
without ever seeing a
move
towards
landfill.
legalization and
With today's
the
size
of
European countries are already reaping profits. Here is a hemp field in Poland.
technology we can
European
harvest from the field
investors is grow
almost any product that can be pumped from an oil ing with the increasing demand for "green" products
well. "Anything made from a hydrocarbon can be made there.
from a carbon," said Hickey, quoting the Chemurgy
The hemp roll call is expanding daily as compa
Movement's mantra.
nies look beyond the marijuana stigma and start seeing
"One thing folks don't understand is the hidden dollar signs instead. It appears that hemp is moving
costs of the hydrocarbon economy," he said. "The ozone toward being a major economic crop again, perhaps one
hole is a direct relationship of hydrocarbons released in that will eclipse the harvests of 100 years ago in both
the atmosphere. We need to ask,'What is the environ size and importance to the planet. If that is the case,
mental costs of things like the [Exxon] Valdez spill?' we can only hope that hemp's glorious past will be
when we look at economic benefits."
repeated.
It may be the hidden environmental costs that
eventually turn us away from depleting natural
resources to using renewable agricultural products
instead. But a socio-economic revolution of that nature
will require the support of large companies before any Alex McLean is an environmental journalism major and a fine
example of why parents vote Republican.
thing changes.
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|he world has relied on hemp as a viable
resource for thousands of years. Almost
every country on the planet has been
influenced by hemp and its variety of uses.
Today countries around the world continue to
cultivate hemp for industrial use. Hemp is
presently being used for everything from
paper to horse bedding to concrete for houses.
What follows is a brief sample of hemp's past,
present and future.

CHrUA
Hemp (ma) grows everywhere, legally and naturally, in
China.
Hemp originated in central Asia, and it is indige
nous to Kazakistan, Pakistan, Nepal, the Kashmir
region of India and Tibetan region of China. Hemp has
grown in China for approximately 6,000 years, and
China is now the world's biggest exporter of hemp
paper and textiles.
According to Professor Hui-Lin Li, an economic
botanist at the University of Pennsylvania, the
Neolithic "Yang Shao" people of China (4000 B.C.) used
the long, fibrous strands on the outside of the hemp
stalk for rope and cloth. It is predicted that China will
domestically use 40 million meters and export 30 mil
lion meters of hemp yarn this year. China also produces
the most non-wood paper, including hemp paper, in the
world. China is destined to be a major force in the
future hemp industry, thanks to its enormous labor
pool and extensive natural resources.

AV/STRALIA
Hemp is illegal except for research purposes in South
Australia.
The government of South Australia decided on
February 15, 1997 to test hemp as a viable resource of
industrial fiber. One hundred South Australian farmers
began to grow hemp throughout the state in April.
Previously, only one farmer in all of Australia was
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granted the rights to grow the crop on a small-scale
research plot.
Australian hemp enthusiasts hope to eventually
raise industrial hemp for paper, fabric and fuel.
However, efforts to grow hemp for research purposes
have stalled because farmers used hemp seeds
obtained from France, a hemisphere away from the
warm weather of Australiai The shock was too much
for the exotic seeds, which failed to grow to significant
heights. In hopes that seeds from a similar climate will
work better in Australia's arid environment, seed cul
tures from India and Chile are being tested.
Another reason hemp is having trouble in
Australia is because the government of New South
Wales, the most populous state with the most suitable
farmland for raising hemp, has refused to hold hemp
trials there, despite the support of universities, agricul
tural firms and farmers.
Hemp research tests in 1993 performed at the
University of Tasmania at Hobart were highly success
ful. No pesticides were needed and the yields were
high - about eight tons per acre of land sown.
i

CANADA
Hemp is legal for research purposes only.
Canada is now in its fourth year of hemp cultiva
tion after a 40-year prohibition. Several companies are
developing harvesting and processing equipment, and
researching the various uses of hemp seed oil.
Legislation has been introduced to lift the ban on indus
trial hemp, so farmers all over Canada can receive
licenses to grow it. Right now, it is very hard to get a
license.
Canadian farmer Joe Strobel fought the Bureau of
Dangerous Drugs and the Ministry of Health in order to
get his hemp seeds into the soil back in 1993, the first
year of hemp re-cultivation in Canada. They haggled
him down from his original proposal of 12 farms and
300 acres to one farm of ten acres, to be used for cloth.
Once he finally got permission, everything went well.
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and Strobel's plants took only 70 days to fully mature,
20 days earlier than planned.
'This was tired tobacco land, a little bit weak* It
needed fertilizer. We didn't use any insecticides, pesti
cides. No problem with bugs, just mosquitoes* It made
inspecting the fields tough," Strobel said.

ENGLAND
Hemp is legal for industrial purposes.
Hemp has a rich history in England. Sails and rig
ging made from hemp helped England's navy defeat
the Spanish Armada in 1588. According to the book
Hemp Today, the war of 1812 was fought in part because
of hemp as a trade issue. The British depended on
Russia for 90 percent of their sail cloth* Towns like
Hempstead, Heckfield and Bleach Green illustrate the
long hemp-growing tradition of England.
The United Kingdom will grow an estimated
5,500 acres of hemp in 1997, up from 2,800 acres grown
in 1995. Hemcore, a large hemp company in England,
sells horse bedding made from the woody hurds of
hemp. The hurds are more absorbent than wood chips
and compost in only one-fourth of the time. Hemcore
is also developing spinning technology, which would
allow hemp yarn and string to be manufactured on a
large scale.
According to Hemcore officer Ian Low, the crops
require no agricultural chemicals in the growing
process, but they found the crops very responsive to
fertilizer.
The UK's hemp businesses received a boost
recently, with a $150,000 grant from the government to
help develop new markets for natural fibers, including
hemp and flax.

NETHEULANDS
Hemp (hennep) is legal for research purposes only.
Several thousand acres of hemp are being planted
in the Netherlands in 1997. They are part of a Dutch
government study to evaluate and test the practical

aspects of growing hemp and processing it into pulp for
paper reproduction.
Hempflax, a Dutch hemp company, has devel
oped harvesting and processing machinery. Their har
vester cuts stalks into 3 foot lengths at a rate of 5 acres
per hour. Hempflax's highly secret decorticator, a
machine which removes the fibers from the hurds of the
hemp plant, may be made available publicly in the near
future.

FRANCE
Hemp (chanvre) is legal for industrial production.
In 1992, France grew almost 4,000 hectares of
hemp. (A hectare equals about 2.5 acres.) According to
Jean-Paul Mathieu, director of three hemp research
organizations, his hemp does not require any pesti
cides, apart from a seed dressing. The French hemp
plants suffocate weeds and leave a good soil structure.
"Hemp can be grown during two or three consec
utive years in the same field," Mathieu said, "and it will
perform well on many types of soil, as long as the pH is
not below 5."
French farmers use a device called a "pickup
egreneur," which picks up the hemp stems after they
have been mown and dried, then separates the grain
from the stem.
In 1994, France harvested over 10,000 tons of
industrial hemp. The Kimberly-Clark Corporation
manufactures specialty hemp papers in France, includ
ing bible and cigarette papers.
A few companies have also been experimenting
with a cement made from hemp. La Chanvriere de
L'Aube developed Isochanvre, a cement-like substance
made from hemp hurds that are mineralized with lime
and silica. It is used like insulation to spread along the
floors of attics or within walls as a filler. It is fire and
water-resistant and can also be used for roof trusses,
floors, partition walls and backing.
Another type of Isochanvre can be used to make
concrete. La Chanvriere has sold 7,000 cubic meters of
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Isochanvre since 1989, with a 50 per
cent increase in sales every year.
Over 250 new houses have been
made
in
France,
Belgium,
Luxembourg,
Germany
and
Switzerland with this substance.
Isochanvre has also been used in
countless renovation projects.

HVNGARY
Hemp (kender) is legal for industrial
use; specifically in trade to the
United States.
Two decades ago hemp pro
duction in Hungary was booming.
They were a major supplier of rope,
twine and textiles to the Soviet
Union. Hemp production began to
decline sharply during the 1980s
after the fall of the eastern bloc. In
1993 only 300 acres were planted,
mostly for export as hemp fabric to the United States.
Hemp from other countries is also processed in
Hungary. Romania, the largest producer of hemp in
Europe, 40,000 acres in 1993, sent most of its hemp to
Hungary's two factories, Pesc and Szeged, for pro
cessing before export to the west.
Once at these factories, huge machines make
pressboards out of hemp hurds. Workers place the
hurds on a moving conveyor and even them out to a
uniform density. Then a cold hydraulic press flattens
the hurds. The hemp is then injected with a sticky
resin under a hot press, resulting in a compressed
board comparable to plywood.

GEllMANY
Hemp (hanf) is legal for research purposes only.
Germans banned the farming of hemp in 1982,
but they recently started legally growing for research
purposes at the Agricultural Research Laboratory in
Braunschweig.
Hemp retail stores have sprouted all over
Germany. A seven-store chain, the HanfHaus, sells
everything from hats to shoes made from hemp.
Schneidersohne, the largest paper manufacturer in
Germany, introduced a line of hemp-based paper
products in 1993. Total sales went from zero in 1993 to
$14 million in 1994.

employed a good percentage of its extensive popula
tion in the hemp industry.
Today the N.I. Vavilov Scientific Research
Institute of Plant Industry (VIR) of St. Petersburg
holds the biggest hemp germ-plasm collection in the
world. It includes many varieties of hemp seed not
found in other gene banks.
In nearby Slovenia, a currency-printing plant
manufactures hemp paper for exportation to the
United States.

voiAm>
Hemp (penek) is legal for industrial production
Four factories in Poland currently manufacture
hemp for hemp yarn and fabric. Polish researchers
have developed a plasma treatment for hemp paper,
three types of hemp particle boards, and chemical-free
hemp construction materials for houses.

V/NITEt) STATES OF AMEK1CA
Hemp is illegal.
Approximately 1,000 stores import hemp for
retail sales in the United States. Farmers in Kentucky
and Wisconsin, anxious for another cash crop to rotate
their tobacco with, have rallied for the legalization of
hemp in their respective states.
Who knows what the future will reap.

UV/SSIA
Hemp (konopli) is legal for industrial production.
Until this century, when China surpassed Russia
as the world's leader in hemp manufacturing, Russia
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Bentley attends Fairhaven College where he practices yellow
bicycle journalism and plays his drum in the stairwell.
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for cannabi

emp - the wonder plant organizations lobbying for its legal
that could rescue the earth ization.
Widespread
organizations
from environmental obliv
ion; claimed to be everything such
from as the National Organization
the perfect nutritional food to the for the Reform of Marijuana Laws
best source of fiber. Hemp appears (NORML), industrial-based groups
the
Hemp
Industries
to truly be an amazing plant. So like
Association (HIA), and agricultural
why is hemp not legal?
There is a tremendous wealth groups like the American Farm
of products that may be manufac Bureau all have lobbying efforts
tured from hemp. The fiber can toward the reform of the laws relat
yield clothing, paper, textiles, rope, ing to the Cannabis sativa plant.
luggage and numerous other acces What separates these groups is the
sories, while the seeds can make emphasis of their lobbying efforts.
NORML was founded in 1970
oils, cosmetics, shampoos and
soaps. Few plants offer such versa in an attempt to "educate the public,
and lobby for more reasonable treat
tility.
"Hemp is truly a wonderful ment of marijuana." They intention
idea, but of course you cannot use it ally use the word marijuana instead
... hemp is also marijuana," stated of hemp. Citing the failure of mari
Steve Rawlings of the United States juana prohibition, NORML's fight is
for de-criminalized, governmentDepartment of Agriculture.
If in fact hemp will have posi regulated marijuana use.
NORML uses government
tive affects, lessening our nation's
crop and timberland problems, published facts about wasted tax
what could be holding it back? The money and government intrusions
likely culprit is its connotation with on civil rights as ammunition to
prove their case.
marijuana.
However, NORML falls terri
Claiming that consumption of
marijuana caused insanity, sexual bly short when it comes to the posi
deviancy and violence, the United tive industrial uses of Cannabis. In a
States government prohibited the four-page informational pamphlet
consumption of marijuana in 1937. distributed by NORML, only seven
During the Nixon administration
the drug escalated to "schedule one
status," reserved for drugs with no
medicinal value and a high poten
tial for abuse. This designation also
carried much stiffer penalties, espe
cially with the passage of mandato
ry minimum sentences for drug
lines were devoted to the environ
offenders.
Similar to alcohol prohibition mental benefits of industrial hemp.
in the 1930s, many people now Legalizing intoxicating marijuana
oppose hemp and marijuana prohi appears to be their major emphasis,
bition. This is evident not only in leaving industrial hemp benefits as
the growing market of hemp-based a token bonus.
Allison Bigelow, owner of the
manufactured goods and the
tremendous black market for mari Washington Hemp Mercantile in
juana, but also in the number of Mount Vernon, explains her view.

H

by Jared Bond
photo by Taylor Talmage
"When I first started this store I was
mostly interested in the positive
environmental impact of hemp, but
the more educated I become the
more I think that adults should be
able to smoke marijuana legally."
This view seems to be shared
by many others, including those
diagnosed with cancer, AIDS and
Multiple Sclerosis.
The strongest current move
ment for the reform of marijuana
laws is for the use of medicinal mar
ijuana. Claimed to help glaucoma,
migraine headaches, and prevent
AIDS-related "wasting," marijuana
seems to be good medicine.
Researchers have discovered
that the human brain has special
receptors for tetrahydrocannabinol
(THC), the active ingredient in mar
ijuana. These receptors are focused
in the regions responsible for motor
activity, short-term memory and
concentration. Whether THC has
other medicinal benefits has yet to
be proven (due to lack of legal
opportunity and funding), but
thousands of patients can attest to
its value.
Twenty-six states and the
District of Columbia presently have
laws and resolutions allowing doc
tors to prescribe
marijuana. Judges,
high government
officials,
mayors
and professors have
all joined the fight
to reform these
laws.
However,
while a doctor can prescribe mari
juana, no pharmacy can legally fill
the prescription.
Last fall, voters in both
California and Arizona passed ini
tiatives allowing doctors to legally
prescribe smokable marijuana to
"seriously ill patients." California's
Proposition 215 includes a provision
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reiterating the illegality of recre organization in the United States, is this last January, the American Farm
ational use, and completely working toward legalization of Bureau passed a resolution calling
for "research into the viability of the
excludes any provisions about the hemp.
The June 17, 1996 issue of economic potential of industrial
growth of industrial hemp.
Arizona's Proposition 200 allows "Farm Bureau News" praised hemp hemp production in the United
for the use of other drugs as well as "one of the most promising crops States."
Working along with the
(such as heroin, LSD, and metham- in half a century." Calling for feder
phetamines) if two doctors sign the al legislation to establish a recog American Farm Bureau is the Hemp
nized research area, they also con Industries Association (HIA), a
prescription.
More and more states are demned the DEA's role in killing a trade industry group "dedicated to
passing, or attempting to pass, reso Colorado bill that would have the support and promotion of True
lutions legalizing Cannabis saliva as allowed state-regulated hemp test Hemp [sic]." HIA presently doubles
its membership annually, and rep
plots for research.
industrial hemp or marijuana.
NAFTA and GATT have des resents the interests of all hemp
In Washington, we have HIPWS (Hemp Initiative Project of ignated industrial hemp as Cannabis industries encouraging research and
development of hemp products.
Washington State). HIP-WS start
Advocating use of environ
ed in 1994 attempting to get an
mentally friendly technologies,
"initiative of the people" on the
quality products, and concern for
ballot. Failing to get the required
human rights, HIA does not
180,000 signatures, they tried
encourage use of recreational
again last year. While still falling
marijuana. They do, however,
short, they have boosted their
encourage hemp as a legitimate
number to 60,000 signatures. Back
business, and an alternative crop
again for 1998, they've instituted
with high potential.
the Hemp 2000 campaign.
A recent poll showed that
Hemp 2000 is an effort to
60 percent of lawmakers would
get 2000 volunteers to collect 100
approve legalizing industrial
signatures each, resulting in more
hemp. Yet there has not been a
than enough signatures to get
major change in federal marijua
their initiative on the ballot in fall
na law since the 1970s. Most law
of 1998.
makers are afraid of the reaction
Similar
to
California's
from their constituents, and pub
Proposition 215, the Washington
lic misinformation further convoinitiative would allow doctors to
lutes the effort because most peo
prescribe medicinal marijuana. In
ple do not know the difference
addition, it would allow legal
between hemp and marijuana.
purchase of recreational marijua
The need to separate hemp
na and growth of five plants at
from marijuana is essential in the
any given time. Also included is a Signing the Hemp 2000 petition at The Hemp
struggle to legalize hemp.
provision treating industrial Emporium in Bellingham.
Groups like NORML and HIPhemp as any other non-intoxicat
saliva containing less than .3 percent WS may be confusing public per
ing agricultural commodity.
While legalizing marijuana THC. Robert Winter, president of ception by emphasizing marijuana
may be the trend sweeping the the Weld County Farm Bureau in or they may be representing the
nation, it is by no means the only Colorado, condemned U.S. policy public's true desire. We will soon
emphasis. The decline of the tobac for not differentiating between find out which is true as the debate
co industry has sent farmers scram hemp and marijuana, saying our over hemp intensifies.
bling for alternative crops that have government is impeding U.S. farm
a more secure future. The American ers from profiting in a global market. fared Bond is an environmental planning major
At their annual convention and an ASE Certified Mechanic. He likes to shop
Farm Bureau, the largest farming
at Ennen's.

GET INVOLVED:
The American Farm Bureau
225 Touhy Avenue
Park Ridge, Illinois 60068
(876) 685-8600

the planet

The H!A
P.O. Box 1080
Occidental, California 95465
(500) HIA-HEMP or
(707) 874-3648
e-mail: info<@thehia.org

HIP-WS
501 North 36th Street
Suite #328
Seattle, Washington 98103
(206) 548-8043
e-mail: trohan@hemp.net

NORML

1001 Connecticut Ave. NW
Suite #1010
Washington, D.C. 20036
1-900-97-NORML
e-mail: normi@natinorml.org
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